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PRACTICE TEST-1 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-1) 

GEOGRAPHY AS A DISCIPLINE  

Time : 1 hrs. M.M. : 25 

By which scientist the word „Geography‟ was coined?

What is the meaning of „Geography‟? 

By which geographer „Regional Geography Approach‟ was developed? 

G.P.S.

What is the use of G.P.S.?

Who introduced the „Systematic Geographic Approach‟?

What is the importance of Geography in Social Sciences?

Differentiate between Systematic and Regional Geography Approaches.

State three branches of Physical and Human Geography each.

Differentiate between Plant-Geography and Environmental Geography.

Clarify the concept of Historical Geography and Political Geography.

What is the content of Physical Geography? Describe the importance of 
Physical Geography?



PRACTICE TEST-2 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-2) 

GEOGRAPHY AS A DISCIPLINE  

Time : 1 hrs. M.M. : 25 

Which modern argument got the most popularity about the origin of the earth?

Name the gas which formed the atmosphere initially?

What does our solar system consist of?

What is meant by differentiation?

Name the two gases which formed the present atmosphere importantly.

Mention about the three stages in the development of universe according to 
Big-Bang Theory.

Why are inner planet rocky while others are mostly in gaseous form?

What does the „Big Splat‟ theory tell?

Write the three stages in the formation of layered structure of the earth.

Explain the term light year.

Write the role of following geographer‟s about the origin of the earth. 5 

 a) Immanuel Kant 

 b) Otto Schmidt and Carl Weizascar 



PRACTICE TEST-3 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-3) 

INTERIOR OF THE EARTH  

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

What is the radius of earth?

Which are the two projects on which the scientist of world over are working 
on?

What is Earthquake shadow zone?

Name the scale to measure the intensity of earthquake.

Which types of body waves travel only through solid materials?

Explain three indirect sources of information about the interior.

„Earthquake is a natural hazard‟. Explain its hazardous effects in six points. 

Differentaite between Batholiths and Lacoliths.

What are body waves? How many types of body waves are? Name them and 
write their charcteristics.

Differnetiate between composite and shield volcanoe.

Explain the interior of the earth with diagram.

What is Earthquake? What are the main reasons for the origin of earthquake.



PRACTICE TEST-4 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-4) 

DISTRIBUTION OF OCEANS AND CONTINENTS 

 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

The shorelines of Atlantic Ocean on the both side have a symmetry. What 
does it suggest?

Who was the first to put forth the „Continental Drift Theory‟?

What did the term pangea mean? Write the name of two parts into which it 
broke?

What are placer deposits?

What are Mid Oceanic Ridges? Where are they located mainly?

What is “Sea floor spreading” hypothesis? Explain.

Describe the main characteristics of plate boundaries made due to plate 
movements. Give examples also.

Explain the covectional current theory related to continental drift.

Show major tectonic plates in the world map. (Map given)

What was the location of the Indian landmass during the formation of the 
Ocean Traps? How did Deccan trap formed?

Write any five evidences in support of the contniental drift theory.



PRACTICE TEST-5 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-5) 

MINERALS AND ROCKS  

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

What is the basic source of forming all the minerals?

Write the name of any two organic minerals.

What may be understood by „banding‟ in Metamorphic rocks?

Write two main features of the mineral “Quartz”.

Describe the process of lithification.

How do Igneous rocks form? Mention the main features of such types of 
rocks.

Describe the rock cycle with diagram.

Define sedimentary rocks. Write the name of any two seidmentary rocks.

Define the term „Minerals‟. What are the bases for the classification of 
minerals?

Classifythe Metallic Mineals and give example for each group.

What are rocks? How many types of rocks arethere? Describe with examples. 

OR 

 Describe the process of metamorphism in rocks.



PRACTICE TEST-6 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-6) 

GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES  

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

What is degradation? Define.

Write the examples of endogenic and exogenic forces which influence 
Geomorphic Processes.

What is meant by denudation of rocks?

Give an example of each oxidation and reduction.

What are tors?

Which are main activating causes which precede mass movement? Give 
details.

Why does landslides happen? Explain the reasons.

„Soil formation depends on weathering.‟ Explain this statement.

How does Biological activities and topography influence soil formation?

What is weathering? How does temperature change help weathering?

Give details of five basic factors which control the formation of soil. Describe 
their roles also.



PRACTICE TEST-7 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-7) 

LANDFORMS AND THEIR EVOLUTION 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

Write the name of any two land forms formed during the youth stage of a river.

What is difference between george and canyon?

Mention any two landforms made by a river in its depositional process.

Stalactites and stalagmites are formed by which agent of erosion.

What are „Lapies‟?

What are „Playas‟? How do they form? Explain in brief.

Draw the diagram of following landforms :  

 (i) Mushroom rocks (ii) Oxbow lake  (iii) Sink holes

Elaborate the factors that effects the work of erosion and deposition by a river.

How does winds work as an agent of erosioin? Describe.

Write the name of any three landforms made by waves and currents. Write 
their process of making also.

How do glaciers accomplish the work of reducign high mountains into low hills 
and plains? Describe with examples.



PRACTICE TEST-8 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-8) 

COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE OF ATMOSPHERE 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

Which atmospheric layer mostly experiences the changes related to weather 
and climate?

Write the name of Atmospheric layer.

At which height the oxygen gas is in negligible quantity?

In which layer of atmosphere the ozone gas is found?

Which two layer of atmosphere divided by Mesopause?

 “Water vapour plays the role of blanket for the earth”. Explain it.

What are the different sources of dust particles in atmosphere? What is the 
rate of dust particles in point of meteriology?

Explain the importance of Troposphere in respect of meterology?

Why ionosphere is called ionosphere? Explain.

How does the carbon dioxide play a important role for the earth? Explain it.

Describe the structure of the atmosphere and draw a diagram with suitable 
labelling.



PRACTICE TEST-9 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-9) 

SOLAR RADIATION HEAT BALANCE 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

The earth‟s surface receives most of its energy in ........ wave lengths.

On which date is earth farthest from the sun?

Which tropic receives the maximum insolation?

“Temperature increase with the height”. What‟s that rate called?

Which are those line join the places having equal temperature?

Explain the role of Air-mass and ocean curents far controlling the tempearture 
of the place.

What is rate of conduction for heating the atmosphere?

Compare the global distribution of temperature in January over the northern 
and the southern hemisphere of the earth.

How do the tilt of the axis in rotation of the earth affect the amount of radiatoin 
received by the earth‟s surface?

Explain any two factors controlling the temperature distribution on the earth.

How is the atmosphere heated by adection and terrestrial radiation?



PRACTICE TEST-10 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-10) 

ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION AND WEATHER SYSTEM 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

Write down the name of unit and instrument used for measuring atmospheric 
pressure.

Define “Geostrophic winds”.

By which name tropical cyclone is called in China sea?

What is „Equatorial low pressure area‟?

What is „cold front‟?

How extra tropical cyclones are different from tropical cyclones? Illustrate.

Discuss the factors affecting direction and velocity of winds.

Describe the horizontal distribution of pressure on earth.

Describe the favourable conditions for origin and development of tropical 
cyclones.

What is „front‟? Discuss its different types.

Describe “Land Breeze” and “Sea Breeze” with the help of diagram.



PRACTICE TEST-11 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-11) 

WATER IN THE ATMOSPHERE 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

What is latent heat of vapourisation?

Define sublimation.

What is saturation?

Name the three types of precipitation.

Why does the amount of water vapour decrease rapidly with increasing hight?

Distinguish between relative humidity and absolute humidity.

What are the forms of condensation? Explain dew and frost formation.

How are clouds formed? Classify them and explain them.

Describe the salient features of the world distribution of precipitation.

Explain the formation of three types of precipitation.

Explain the types of rainfall on the basis of origin with the help of diagrams.



PRACTICE TEST-12 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-12) 

WORLD CLIMATE AND CLIMATE CHANGE 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

Name the scientist who first gave the classification of climate.

Which two climatic variables are used by Koeppen for classification?

Which year is supposed to have recorded the warmost temperature of the 
world?

What are the main characteristic of monsoon climate?

What type of climatic conditions would prevail if the sun spot increases?

How is „genetic system‟ of classification different from empirical system?

Which types of climate have very low range of temperature?

Differentiate between mediterranean and monsoon type of climate.

Describe climatic groups according to Koeppen.

What do you understand by the term „Green House Gases‟? Make a list of 
Green House Gases.

Describe the types of dry climates „B Type‟.



PRACTICE TEST-13 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-II)  

WATER IN OCEANS 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

Why is earth called the blue planet?

Define thermocline.

What is the depth of submarine slope?

Name the smallest ocean of the world.

Name the lake with maximum salinity in the world.

Explain water cycle with the help of a diagram.

What is salinity? Explain.

Explain submarine features with the help of diagram.

Describe the factors that effect oceanic salinity.

Give the spatial distribution of salinity in the world.

Explain the factors affecting the distribution of temperature in the world.



PRACTICE TEST-14 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (LESSON-14) 

MOVEMENT OF OCEAN WATER  

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

What are waves?

Describe the position of Perihelion and aphelion.

What are tides?

What is the main reason for the origin of tides?

What is Surge?

„Ocean currents have a number of direct and indirect influences on human 
activities‟. Explain the effects of ocean currents.

Write the importance of tide in three points.

Differenciate between the warm currents and cold currents.

Classify the oceanic waves on the basis of their depth. Explain.

Explain three types of tides based on frequency?

How do currents affect the temperature? How does it affect the temperature of 
coastal areas in the north-west Europe?



PRACTICE TEST-15 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-15) 

LIFE ON THE EARTH  

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

Clarify the meaning of ecological adaptation.

What is food chain?

Explain the meaning of water cycle.

What is Bio-gas chemical cycle?

Tropical grasslands are know with which name?

What is the importance of oxygen cycle?

What is Biome? Explain any three types of Biomes.

What are the reasons for the ecological imbalance? Explain.

What is ecological system? Identify the major types of ecosystems in the 
world.

What is food web? Explain your answer with suitable examples.

Explain five main characteristics of Grassland in world.



PRACTICE TEST-16 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-1) (CHAPTER-16) 

BIODIVERSITY AND CONSERVATION  

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

What is Biodiversity?

What do you mean by Mega diversity centers?

Where was the earth summit held in 1992?

What is Agro-biodiversity?

What do you understand by Hot Spot?

Differentiate between Genetic Biodiversity and species diversity?

Explain the scientific role of biodversity.

What do you understand by „Exotic Species‟? Explain with examples.

Differentiate between Endangered and vulnerable species?

Explain main steps taken for biodiversity conservation in the world 
conservation strategy.

What are the major factors that are responsible for the loss of biodversity? 
What steps are needed to prevent them?



PRACTICE TEST-17 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-II) (CHATER-1) 

INDIA : LOCATION 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

What is latitudinal and longitudinal extent of India?

How long is the total coastline of India?

What is difference in time of sunrise in Arunahchal Pradesh and Gujrat?

What is total area in km. of India?

Write the distance between North to South and East to West extremity of 
India.

Elaborate the effect of longitudinal extent of India on the country.

“It is appropriate to say India a sub-continent”. Give three reasons in faovur of 
this statement.

How is long coastline of India is beneficial for the country? Give three points.

Show in the map of India : (a) Tropic of cancer (b) Lakshadweep and 
Andaman-Nicobar Islands (c) Bay of Mannar and Bay of Khambhat.

While travelling from Rajasthan to Manipur which type of Geographical 
features and variation will we met? Make a list.

India has a pivotal location in the world. Elaborate it in detail.



PRACTICE TEST-18 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-II) (CHAPTER-2) 

INDIA : STRTUCTURE AND PHYSIOGRAPHY 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

Indian peninsular plateau is formed mostly by which type of rocks.

Which is the main characteristic been indicated by the presence of gorges, 
Rapids and water falls in Himalayan Range?

What is depth of alluvium deposits in the plains of Ganga and Brahmputra?

What are Karewas?

Write the name of any two mountain ranges of Kashmir Himalayan.

What do you understand by „Doons‟? Mention the name of some Doons 
located inmidst of Himalayas.

Write three main features of Eastern Hills.

Write the characteristics of following land forms found in plains of North India 

 (a) Bhabar    (b) Terain

In how many subdivisions can Himalayan be divided? Write the name of each 
division.



On the outline map of India show the following features with appropriate 
signs. (i) Arawali Mountain Range (ii) Everest and Kanchanjunga peaks (iii) 
Satpura Mountain

Write any five features of Indian Deserts. 

OR 

 Compare the physical features of Islands situated in Bay of Bengal and 
Arabian sea.



PRACTICE TEST-19 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-II) (CHAPTER-3) 

INDIA : DRAINAGE SYSTEM  

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

What is drainage system? Define.

Which type of drainage system existin the Thar Desert?

Write the name of any two rivers that flow in rift valley.

Define Delta.

What are called as watershed areas?

Write the differnce between Radial and Centripetal drainage pattern.

How are Indian rivers useful for economical development of India?

Write the name of main rivers which drain their water in Arabian Sea. Why do 
these rivers not form Delta? Explain.

Show the following rivers in the map of India : 

 (i) Satluj (ii) Narmada (iii) Tapi (iv) Ganges (v) Krishna (vi) Mahanadi 

Why is Godavari River knoiwn as Southern Ganga? Mention any three points.

Write the name of river systems of Himalayan Drainage. Give a short detail of 
Ganga River.



PRACTICE TEST-20 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-II) (CHAPTER-4) 

CLIMATE 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

What is the meaning of the word monsoon?

What is called as Mango Shower?

What is reason of rain in winter season in North West India?

ITCZ

What do you understand by ITCZ?

Mention the name of areas of India which get Highest and Lowest rainfall.

What are Jet Streams? How do it helps to bring the monsoon in India?

Describe „bursting of monsoon‟ and „break in monsoon‟.

What are the three imprtant factors related to air pressure and wind which 
influence the mechanism of Indian weather?

In the month of July Chennai coast goes generally dry but Malabar coast gets 
heavy rain at the same time. Explain the reason.

Mention any three characteristics of Indian Monsoon.

Classify India into climatic regions according to Koppen‟s scheme. Descrtibe 
the main features of each region also. Show the regions in map also.



PRACTICE TEST-21 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-II) (CHAPTER-5) 

NATURAL VEGETATION 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

Write the name of any two trees found in tropical evergreen forests.

What is social forestry?

Name the two union territories of India where forest cover is respectively zero 
and about 87%.

What are two main objectives of wild life conservation act 1972?

Rododendran (a type of vegetation) is found in which state of India mainly?

Define Natural vegetation. How many types of forest are found in India?

Describe briefly about any of three characteristics of the Tropical Moist 
deciduous forests.

Write the important reasons of declining of wildlife in three points.

Define biosphere reserves. What is the difference between forest area and 
forest cover?



Under what climatic conditions are tropical evergreen forests develop?

What are littoral and swamp forests? Give the detail of their distribution and 
importance in India. 

OR 

Write the names of Biosphere Reserves of India recognised by the UNESCO. 
Give a brief detgail of any one among them. 2+3=5



PRACTICE TEST-22 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-II) (CHAPTER-6) 

SOIL 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

Define „soil‟.

In which layer of soil profile, organic materials are found for growth of plants?

Which type of soil is formed by the process of leaching?

Which institution of India, has classified the soils on the basis of its nature and 
character?

What is the reason of absence of humus in dry soil?

Soil resources are very important for human. Explain different measures of sil 
conservation.

Explain the difference between „Sheet erosion‟ and „Gully erosion‟.

Which soil is found in Northern Plain and River valleys? Write any four 
characteristics of this soil.



The nature and composition is affected by many factors. Explain the factors 
affecting soil formation.

Locate the following on the outline map of India : 

 a. Area of Black soil 

 b. Area of dry soil 

 c. Area of laterite soil in North-East

What do you understand by „soil degradation‟? Describe the human factors 
responsible for soil degradation.



PRACTICE TEST-23 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-II) 

NATURAL HAZARDS AND DISASTERS 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

When can a hazard become a disaster?

What is storm surge?

Which state experiences flood in winter season?

When did the earthquake occur in Gujarat?

What are the basic requirements for the formation of a cyclone?

Why are there more earthquakes in the mountains region of India?

What are the three stages involved in disaster mitigation and management?

What are the diseases caused by blods in flood pure areas. Explain with the 
help of examples.

Explain the different type of droughts.

Explain the reasons of floods in Uttaranchal region.

What is vulnerability? Divide India into natural disaster vulnerability zones 
based on earthquakes and suggest some mitigation measures.



PRACTICE TEST-24 

CLASS: XI 

SUBJECT: GEOGRAPHY (PART-II) (CHAPTER-7) 

NATURAL HAZARDS AND DISASTERS 

Time : 1 hrs.  M.M. : 25

In which year was world conference on disaster management at Yakohama, 
Japan held.

In which damage Risk Zone does Uttarakhand fall?

During which months generally cyclones develop in Bay of Bengal?

Write the name of riverine islands of India. In the middle of which river is this 
located?

Write the name of any two districts in India which fall under the category of 
extrerme drought affected area.

Classify natural disasters. In which category does bacterial and viral diseases 
fall.

Suggest any three curative measures to minimise the damages caused by 
earthquake.

What is Tsunami? How does it occur?



What are the main steps that need to be taken up to respond to the floods? 
Suggest any three.

Write about three stages involved in disaster mitigation and management.

Geographically how many types of drought are there. Show the extremely 
affected areas in the map of India

Why is India more vulnerable to natural disasters? What is the main reason of 
earthquake in India?


